Fact Sheet: Snapshot of JR in Australia
Early discussion of JR in Australia
In the 2009 Social Justice Report, the then
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice
Commissioner Tom Calma recommended justice
reinvestment be adopted as a key strategy with the
aim of conducting pilot projects in targeted
communities. i
A strategic review for the Minister for Juvenile
Justice recommended justice reinvestment (JR) be
implemented for juveniles in NSW.ii At the federal
level, the Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs
References Committee recommended, in its Access
to Justice Report, that federal, state and territory
governments “recognise the potential benefits of
justice reinvestment”.iii Since that time, numerous
individuals, community groups and organisations
have championed the adoption of JR in Australia.iv
The Senate Inquiry
In 2012 the Australian Senate referred to the Legal
and Constitutional Affairs References Committee
the matter of the Value of a justice reinvestment
approach to criminal justice in Australia. The terms
of reference canvassed both the state of
imprisonment in Australia and the potential of
justice reinvestment in Australia.v Receiving 131
submissions, the Committee, led by Senator Penny
Wright, produced a report that made 9
recommendations. Of particular note, the
Committee recommended the Commonwealth
adopt a leadership role in supporting the
implementation of justice reinvestment including
the collection and sharing of data,vi establishing and
funding a trial that is robustly evaluated,vii and
promoting through the Standing Committee on Law

and Justice the establishment of an independent
central coordinating body.viii The Coalition senators
produced a minority report endorsing the
“principle” of justice reinvestment but rejecting any
leadership role for the Commonwealth, in terms of
policy or funding. ix
To date there has been no further action concerning
justice reinvestment at the federal level. Interest
and support from State governments has varied.x
Promisingly, the ACT Government recently
committed $330,000 to develop “a whole of ACT
government justice reinvestment strategy”.xi
Research Projects
AJR Project – UNSW/JCUxii
The Australian Justice Reinvestment Project is
currently examining the characteristics of Justice
Reinvestment programs used in the US and
elsewhere which reduce spending on prisons and
reinvest the savings in high crime communities, to
reduce crime and build community services, and
analyse whether such programs can be developed
in the Australian context.
The research team are optimistic about the promise
of JR for reducing the numbers of people in prison.
However, the AJR Project also considers that there
is a danger that JR might be adopted in Australia
without the kind of firm foundations that will
maximise its chance of success. Because of this, the
Project has two primary areas of focus:
1. A thorough examination of the theoretical
foundations of JR.
2. The suitability of JR to the Australian penal
context.

AJR Project
To date the AJR Project has conducted fieldwork in
6 states in the USA and is currently conducting
Australian fieldwork.xiii Meeting the Project’s aims
will involve consideration of key issues necessary
for an informed adoption of the JR approach in
Australia and culminate in the publication of Justice
Reinvestment: Winding Back Imprisonment?
(forthcoming, 2015)
JR in Cowra - ANUxiv
Dr Jill Guthrie from the National Centre for
Indigenous Studies at ANU leads a 3 year research
project “Reducing incarceration using Justice
Reinvestment: an exploratory case study”.xv The
Project “is an exploratory study involving a
conversation with Cowra people in order to identify
what enables young people to lead meaningful lives
in Cowra” which “could potentially result in
findings and recommendations for addressing the
levels of young people (whether Indigenous or nonIndigenous) coming into contact with the criminal
justice system.”xvi
Myer Innovation Fellowxvii
Ben Schokman is a Myer Innovation Fellow
examining “new approaches to reduce Aboriginal
imprisonment and better promote community
safety”. Focusing on the potential of justice
reinvestment to “reduce prison spending and
reinvest the savings to strengthen communities and
address deep seated poverty and
disadvantage…Ben will work closely will Aboriginal
organisations and communities to develop
evidence-based initiatives to reduce imprisonment
rates and promote stronger and safer
communities”.xviii
Community developments
JR in Bourkexix
Just Reinvest NSW represents a coalition of likeminded organisations and individuals that grew out
of the Justice Reinvestment for Aboriginal Young
People Campaign and aims to “convince the New
South Wales Government to adopt a Justice
Reinvestment approach to Aboriginal young people
and their communities”.xx

Just Reinvest is currently working with the Bourke
Aboriginal Community Working Party, the AHRC
and others to trial implementing justice
reinvestment in Bourke. With a projected

timeframe of 2 years, the Bourke Justice
Reinvestment Project team aims to “ develop a
watertight case to demonstrate that justice
reinvestment offers a real solution to Australian
communities seeking to tackle problems around
offending and incarceration, while at the same time
creating alternate pathways for young people.”xxi

Developing literature.
Despite the term ‘justice reinvestment’ having been
coined by Susan Tucker and Eric Cadora more then
a decade ago,xxii there has been an absence of
critical literature examining justice reinvestment, in
the US and elsewhere. However, over the past two
years, a growing body of literature, lead by authors
from the US, UK and Australia is developing.xxiii
Furthermore, significant interest in JR continues to
develop across a cross section of community,
government, not for profit, academic, and criminal
justice sector agencies. This has led to several
conferences in the past 18 months featuring
presentations, forums and discussions about the
relevance of justice reinvestment at the community,
state and national level.xxiv
These efforts are essential to ensure that any model
of justice reinvestment implemented in Australia
grounded is supported a sound theoretical
foundation and reform policies and programs that
are both effective and sustainable.
Future Potential
As Chief Investigator, AJR Project, Emeritus
Professor David Brown argues the potential of a
justice reinvestment approach lies in its capacity to
shift the default response to social marginality,
dysfunction and crime away from costly and
damaging imprisonment to one that is “far more
effective in reducing crime and re-offending, and in
increasing public safety and social cohesion.”xxv
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The Australian Justice Reinvestment Project (AJR Project) is a 2
year ARC funded project which draws together senior
researchers across the disciplines of law and criminology to
examine justice reinvestment programs in other countries and
analyse whether such programs can be developed in Australia.
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